
ACTIVE LISTENING
GUIDE

Focus solely on the speaker. 

Eliminate distractions. No other conversations, concerns, electronics, or 

activities.  

Approach the conversation with an open mind.  

Avoid pre-conceived ideas or emotions pertaining to what you think 

the speaker might say. Avoid forming opinions until after you have 

mindfully listened.

»

»

»

»

GREET the situation with a clear intention to listen.   

Practice open body language and maintain eye contact. Face and lean 

towards the person speaking to you. Open your posture, as opposed to 

crossing your arms or legs.

Take note of the speaker's body language to understand the meaning, 

feeling, and purpose behind his words. Consider context for the 

speaker’s thoughts and emotions.

Practice empathy. Strive to understand the speaker’s perspective and 

intention.  Understanding is di�erent from agreeing.  We can 

appreciate others’ perspectives without agreeing with them.  

»

»

»

Seek to UNDERSTAND the other person’s perspective and feelings.  

Focus on words and body language.
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Don’t interrupt.  Maintain eye contact, nod, and smile as appropriate.  

Provide encouraging verbal cues such as, "go on" and "yes, I see."

Avoid formulating a response while you are listening. Put all your 

energy to understanding the other person’s perspective. Wait until the 

speaker is finished before devoting your mental energy to your 

response. 

»

»

When the speaker concludes, take a moment and then briefly 

summarize what you heard.  Phrases like, "This is what I heard" and "I 

think this is what you meant" work well when paraphrasing.

Allow the speaker to clarify if you missed something.

Ask questions if you feel that you need more information. 

»

»

»

EXPLAIN your thoughts with honesty and respect. Focus on the speaker's 

message and avoid adding new ideas. 

Ask “Have I done a good job listening?”  or  “Is there anything else I 

should know?”

»

SATISFY By circling back to ensure you have listened to the other person’s 

satisfaction.  

THANK the other person for sharing his concerns with you and commit to 

building the relationship and resolving concerns. 
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